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Birthday weekend super good week stress at work and very busy I eat really well
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My various weeks of balance / imbalance

Mood Food/drink Exercise Sleep

Life is all about Balance 
Now this is not going to be some vomit inducing writ about how to achieve some miracle work/life 

balance. There is no such thing as perfect. Some weeks are sent to try us, while others feel like a 

breeze. This is all about balance in Mood, Food, Exercise and Sleep, a mind body connection where 

balance is key. This connection can affect weight gain and loss. 

 

We very often talk about our diet and exercise regimes. There are endless Insta accounts and blogs 

dedicated to being #beachbodyready #fitspo #fitnessfood #strongnotskinny #strongmantraining 

#iamafitnessgod (and no, I didn’t make that last one up!).  

 

BUT…. 

 

What if you are eating healthy and exercising and it’s still a struggle to have a butt Kim K would be 

proud of, or Abs like Captain America? Now obviously there may be something in your diet you are 

not aware of or new exercises to try, which all good personal trainers can help with (such as the 

glorious staff of Aiden Jones Weightloss and Fitness in our very own Biggleswade Town). There could 

also be some motivational issues (which will be a blog for another day).  

 

This blog is about the magic of the mind.  

 

Our mind and body are endlessly connected in all we do, including looking after our health. Now 

Mood and Sleep account for the mind here, where exercise and food/drink account for the body. 

Below are some of my week-long battles. The idea comes from a fantastic book by Marie-Josee 

Shaar and Kathryn Britton called Smarts and Stamina, check it out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now I am sure we have all had a super good week before. We get 8 hours sleep, life is going well so 

mood is top, we eat well and go to the gym completing our kick ass training programme.  



Then we hit summer holidays or birthday celebrations, maybe a wedding or leavers do. Our 

mood may stay really high as we are celebrating and enjoying social time but this also involves bad 

food, way too much alcohol and less sleep. The only exercise is done by lifting the wine bottle, sorry 

glass, to the mouth. This is followed by hangover food and laying on the sofa feeling sorry for oneself 

for at least a few days (possible dependant on how well you handle a hangover).  Another example 

of imbalance would be a stressful, busy week at work. Our mood plummets, insomnia kicks in and 

bad food choices. Also, once we have a bad day we tend to kick ourselves and the mood lowers 

more and food choices get worse. 

           Try this….. 

Fill in a chart for yourself. Out of 10 where do you rate your mood, food, exercise and  

sleep. Now it’s important to consider this over a couple of weeks or so, not just one  

day. It is balance remember. Just as I am sure no personal trainer would insist you  

weigh yourself each day to measure weight loss or gain, you can’t take one bad mood  

day as a sign of your entire month. We all have the right to let out hair down. Are your  

choices in balance? 

 

Once you have your own chart look at where the problem lies. Is there a lack of sleep or low mood? 

This could be ruining your very best gym efforts and food choices.  

And here’s why….(the science-y bit!) 

WE NEED SLEEP! (ok, not very science-y). It is however true, and you probably need much more than 

you think. Lose just two hours of sleep a night for four nights in a row and you may as well be drunk. 

Your brain will not function as well as it could. The balance of biochemicals will be upset. These 

include Cortisol, Dopamine, Leptin and Serotonin. These all help control things like cravings, how 

energetic you feel, regulation of health behaviour and food intake. Most adults need between 7 and 

9 hours a night. Are you getting enough? 

                                

                                   National Sleep Foundation: 

                                  Sleepfoundation.org (2017) 

Try this…. 

 Can’t get enough sleep? Do you have a  

regular bedtime? Just like children it may help  

to have a regular bedtime routine. Turn off the  

TV and other tech devices way before  

bedtime and allow yourself time to unwind.  

Mindfulness and relaxation techniques also help.  

 Focus on your breathing rather than ruminating  

on what’s been and fretting about what’s to  

come. Imagine a warm light passing through the  

body with each breath, relaxing as it goes.  

Struggling? find a  meditation / mindfulness  

course to help you.  



Now as with all things our mood is related to all of the above. Likely you will not be in the best of 

moods if you are suffering a lack of sleep and our modern busy lives tend to overstimulate making us 

irritable. Many people also suffer stress which causes bad mood as Cortisol levels rise. These nasty 

Cortisol chemicals are also responsible for cravings with around two thirds of adults eating more 

when stressed or hyperphagic for the official term. Exercise certainly boosts mood, unfortunately if 

your mood has been low for a while, getting out there and exercising may be hard.  

  

       Try this… 

Take a moment to sit and write down three good things a day. We often focus  

 on the negative and these negative things do need sorting out, but are easier  

 to sort when we are more open to positivity. Spend a week writing down three  

 good things from each day and see how you feel then. Maybe then sit with  

 your problems for a while and view them in a more positive light. Some new  

 pathways to your future goals may become more apparent. Struggling? Again,  

 find a class or coach to help you through. 

 

  

So as with everything you need to find a balance. There will always be people who say they can eat 

what they want and still stay fit and healthy. There will always be those who seem to function on 

very little sleep. My argument would be, it will catch up with them eventually. Try lifting your mood 

and sleep habits and see what impact there is on your body. The mind and body connection is real 

and we must nourish both in order to flourish. 

 

Need help with relaxation, meditation, mindfulness  

or your well-being? Look up Chill your beans classes  

running in Biggleswade. We are on Facebook  

(chillyourbeans2016) Insta (chillyourbeansinfo) or  

email chillyourbeansinfo@gmail.com.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excellent books to add to your summer reading list: 

Smarts and Stamina: The busy person’s guide to optimal health and performance by Marie-Josee 

Shaar and Kathryn Britton (2011) 

Why Zebras don’t get Ulcers by Robert Sapolsky (2004) 


